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SPECIFICATIONS

Type: Pendant

Materials:

       Laser sintered polyamide (SLS) shade.

       Anodized aluminum alloy body and canopy.

Cord length: 84” (210 mm) 

       *custom length available upon request.

       

LED MODULE

Input: 6.4 W

Voltage: 120 V

Dimming: Phase

Lumen output: 500 lm

Color temperature: 2700 K

CRI: 93

Lifespan: +70,000 hrs

WARRANTY

5 years limited warranty

CERTIFICATIONS
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DESIGNER

Guy Snover is a designer and maker in Montreal. He is the founder 

of Cyrc Design, a start-up merging design, 3d printing, and 

recycling plastic pollution. Guy has been using and building FDM 

style 3D printers for years and was thrilled to be free of the 

constraints of that style of printing in his design for Decimal. Guy 

studied Sculpture and Architectural Engineering (so he could make 

bigger sculptures), but once he started dabbling in 3D printing his 

vision turned to a more personal scale. 

DESCRIPTION

This is an homage to Art Deco design. Have you ever asked yourself why we don't build things like we used to? What happened 

to details, craftsmanship, and a serious sense of playfulness? This what I think we I see Art Deco ornamental details. Our digital 

fabrication processes, bringing in a new material reality, allow us to express ourselves again. I took the feeling of Art Deco, with 

its clean repetition of hard edges and let it express gravity. It's as if the geometric motif is melting into a hole around the source 

of light. 
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ORDERING GUIDE

MODULE

VERSION

1

COLORS
(cord/canopy & module) 

COLORS
(shade)

AA

AB

AC

Black / Black 

Black / Silver

Black / Gold

MOUNTING

1 Surface

DRIVER

1 120V TRIAC Dimming

1 AA 1 1 . 014 . A . 3 = 1AA11.014.A.3

SHADE

MODEL. . .
014 A White

SIZE

3 Large

example SKU
canopy

cord

shade

module
MODULE COLORS

Black / Black Black / GoldBlack / Silver
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